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Opus daughter company EWJ Svenska AB signs
two-year contracts with Bilprovningen
EWJ Svenska AB (EWJ) daughter company in the Opus Group has signed
contracts with the Swedish Vehicle Inspection Company AB Svensk Bilprovning
(Bilprovningen) for delivery and installation of brake testers for light and heavy
vehicles and delivery of play detectors for heavy vehicles.
The contracts are a two year extension of two earlier contracts that EWJ have had with
Bilprovningen. The new contracts secure EWJ as the main supplier of the above
mentioned products during the period. The contracts will be a major contribution to the
turnover in EWJ during the period.
Brake testers are used to check the functionality and condition of the vehicle brakes and
Play detectors are used to check the joints in the steering and the front wheels.
EWJ has for the last 15 years been the main supplier of test equipment to
Bilprovningen. During this period EWJ has supplied several products such as brake
testers, head light testers, play detectors, wheel spinners and tools.
I addition to the above mentioned contracts EWJ has signed another agreement with
Bilprovningen for upgrading of software in approx. 100 existing EWJ and HPA brake
testers. The upgrade is connected to a new directive from the Swedish Road
Association.
This press info is also available in Swedish at www.opus.se
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Opus in Brief:
The business idea of Opus Group is to develop, produce and sell products within Automotive Test
Equipment, Fleet Management and Wireless Vehicle Inspection for the global market. The products
include emission analyzers, diagnostic equipment, brake testers, wheel alignment, electronic driver log
systems, Fleet Management systems and systems for Remote OBD. The group is selling in more than 50
countries all over the world. Opus share is listed on First North (Stockholm Stock Exchange) under the
ticker OPUS. The group currently employs 55 persons. The turnover 2006 was 37 MSEK with a continued
annual growth rate of 30-50%.

